
LONG TERM MOVEMENT OF CAPITAL FORMATION 
- The Japanese Case, 1868-1940 -
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The high rate of investment sustained by a high rate of saving has 

accelerated continuously the rapid growth in the Japanese economy since 

the Meiji period. This paper presents the estimation of annual capital 

formation by sector-public and private-and by type of investment. The 

estimates have revealed many facts regarding the relation between some 

specific aspects of economic growth and the rate of capital formation ; the 

different roles of capital formation attained in different sectors ; and the 

relation between precedence and lag observed among the difflerent types of 

investment. 

INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this paper is to take a general view of the long-term 

development of capital formation in Japan in the last hundred years and to 

consider its connexions with the growth of the Japanese economy. 

Capital formatiQn includes on the one hand an accumulation of productive 

capital in the form of an increase in factories, mechanical equipment, raw 

materials, and partly finished goods on inventoryi etc., for the purpOse of 

raising direct productive potential. On the other hand, it includes elements 

which contribute indirectly to the raising of productive capacity, as, for ex-

ample, house construction, road, harbour and riparian works, and railway 
construction. The former corresponds to equipment and inventory investment 

carried out mainly by private enterprise, while the latter corresponds to 
investments in construction. Practically all of the latter is dependent on the 

investment activities of the government, with the exception of the building, 

railway, and electricity projects carried out by the private sector with its own 

resources. The relationship between these two cate~ories of capital formation 

is as follows : The original investment in social capital enlarges the productive 

base for industry and productive capital grows on the basis thus provided. 
Conversely, at times further investments in social capital are called for in 

order to break through the bottlenecks in economic growth caused mainly by 
the shortage of pr.oductive capital. 

In the following we will consider the relationship between the government 

and private sectors iri capital formation in Japan, Iooking at the subject in 

respect to the economic units concerned, as well as the long-term changes in 

construction and equipment investment in respect to the types of investment.l 

* Most of the estirhates quoted in this paper are given in Capital Formation in Japan, 

New York, The Free Press ofGlencoe, 1961, by Henry Rosovsky, a former joint researcher 

with the author and at present a Professor of Harvard University. The author intends 
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I. OUTLlNE OF CAPITAL FORMATION ESTIMATES 
Capital formation can be divided according to the economic units con-

cerned into government and private capital formation, and according to types 

of investment into construction, producer's durable equipment, and inventory. 

It is desirable to divide government investment into central and local, and 
investment by the private sector into investments made by enterprises and those 

by households (including private non-profitmaking institutions). Furthermore, 

enterprises should be divided according to type of industry. By classifying 

these relationships by economic units and types of investment in the form of 

a chart we can show the structure of capital formation as we have estimated 

it. Ideally, it would be best to estimate capital formation in accordance 

with Chart I which classifles capital formation by vertical and horizontal 
analytical approaches. Since, however, we cannot obtain statistical data which 

are consistent over the long period covering the pre-w, ar and post-war years, 

it is necessary to devise methods of estimating which will flt to the available 

Chart 1. TYPE OF CAPITAL FORMATION CLASSIFIED BY ECONOMIC UNIT 

Notes : l. 

2. 

3. 

In the case of the non-incorporated enterprises (7) and agriculture (8), the 

business and household portions are combined, and thus when the household 

portion can be singled out, this has been included under households (lO), 

It is desirable to divide the non-agricultural category by industry. 

The area of overlap of the commodity fiow and expenditure approach in 

the chart indicates the paTt in regard to which both of the approaches are 

possible. 

to publish shortlY the following work, in which he has made a number of necessary 

revisions in the estimates given in the above publication. Kdichi Emi, Shihon keisei 

(Capital Formation), Long-Term Economic Statistics, Volume IV, to be published by 

the Toy6 keizai shimp5-sha in December, 1967. 
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source material. Consequently, it is by combining the various methods of 
estimating repr.esented in the chart that we arrived at our estimate of gross 

domestic capital formation. 

First, capital formation by the government was arrived at by totalling 
expenditures for capital formation given in the Kessansho which record govern-

mental revenues and expenditures by Ministry. We have called this ' the 
expenditures approach.' No such records exist for capital formation by private 

economic units, however, and thus we are obliged to estimate it by indirect 

methods. First, buildings occupy the greater part of construction in the 
private sector. By dral'ving up annual series of figures for the physical volume 

of buildings in existence as shown in the annual reports of local public 
organizations, then by converting these into terms of annual increase, and 
finally by multiplying them by value per unit area, we arrived at figures for 

the value of capital formation. Since these figures were arrived at from the 

stock of capital represented by the physical volume of buildings in existence 

we have called this ' the physical stock approach.' Next, we adopted the 
method of basing producer's durable equipment on the statistics of the factories 

producing machinery and other equipment and tracing the destinations to 
which these are sold, since there is no statistical material on expenditures by 

economic unit. This is called ' the commodity flow method.' First, we found 

the value of domestic production of machinery and other producers ' durables, 

added to it the value of imports and subtracted the value of exports. The 
result we regarded as equipment investment carried out in Japan. Of course, 

the supply of these producers' durables includes not only equipment invest-

ment but also construction investment, and we must distinguish between the 

two on the basis of the type of materials used. As for the estimation of the 

last remaining item, inventory investment, this is the portion for which basic 

source material is insufficient and the estimation of which is the most difficult, 

particularly for the pre-war years. We have called this the ' balance-sheet 

approach ' because we can elicit annual increases (or decreases) from the 

values of manufacti;red goods and raw materials on hand as shown in the 
balance-sheets of enterprises. 

Since, as we see above, we employ a combination of several methods of 
estimation because of the restrictions imposed by the basic source material, 

it becomes necessary to check the results by other methods to confirm their 

reliability. Below we give a summary account of our methods of estimation 

and our estimates. 

II. CAPITAL FORMATION BY THE GOVERNMENT 
Our estimates of capital formation by the government amounts to ab-

stracting items of capital expenditure from the expenditures given in the 
closing statement of the central government dating from the year 18'68, the 

year of the Mei.ji Restoration, and in the records, Incomplete though they 

are, of local governments dating from the year 1879. The following shows 
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the accounting mechanisms of the central and local governments in the period 

dating from 1890, the year in which Japan established the legal foundations 

of a modern state. 

CENTRAL 
GOVERNMENT 

L O CAL 

GOVERNMENT 

Within the above we can further divide 
dentral government into the Non-Enterprises 

administration of buildings and funds owned 
Public Enterprises Special Accounts 

th~ National Railways, the military arsenals, 

and the Non-Enterprises Special Accounts 
general government activity. The same holds for local government 

tioh is made between the ordinary and extraordinary 

each of these accounts, the former representing 

year to year centred on consumption expenditures 
~overnment employees, office requisites, etc. 

proportion of costly public works and building 

reconstruction expenses and military expenditures 

Consequently, the greater part of the items 

government are included -in expenditures 

counts, and only e~rpenditures for maintenance 

accounts. What we must note when estimating 
capital formation together is the necessity 

subsidies grahted to local governments by 

versely, costs and part-shares of construction 

government from local governments, and of removing 

them. 

{SPecial Account General Account 

fOrdinary Account 

Works Account 

can further 
the 

and funds 
which 

military 

Ordinar y { 

Extraordinar y 

Ordinar y { 

Extraordinar y 

Ordinar y { 

Extraordinary 

O rdinar y { 

Extraordinary 

the Special Accounts of the 
Special Accounts used for the 

by the government and the 
include the Bureau of Monopolies, 

etc. Thus the General Account 
combined give us a figure for 

A distinc-

categories shown undef 
regular expendittiires from 

in respect to salaries of 

The latter includes a large 
projects as well as disastef 

of an emergency nature. 
of capital expenditure by the 

made under the extraordihary ac-
are included in the ordinary 

central and local government 

of singling out the construction 

the central government, and, con-

works paid in to the central 
any duplications among 

1. Construction Investment by the Government 

Government capital formation as arrived at by the above method is 
divided according to type of investment into construction investment and 
equipment investment. Within this, construction investment is divided into 

the following seven items : 

l. Building* 

2. Puplic Works ; ( 1) Waterworks, (2) Harbour Works, (3) Riparian 
Works,* and (4) Roads and Bridges 

3. Agriculture 

4. Natural Disaster Reconstruction ; ( l) Building and (2) Others 

5. Temples, Shrines, and Gultural Installations 
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＊

6
7
　M呈litary；（1）Building＊and（2）Others

　Transportation。

1．The　items　marked　with　an　asterisk　are　fhrther　divided　into　new　constructions

　　and　repairs．　The£ormer　Qf　these　categories　includes　additions　and　large・scale

　　alterations．　Simple　maintenance　is　not　included　in　capital　formation。

2．Agriculture　includes　costs　of　land　fβclamation，1and　improvement　schemcs，af罫o・

　　restation　schemes，encQuragement　of　the　construction　of　f1shing　harbours，etc・

3．Nat皿al　Disaster　R．econstruction　includes，as　for　example　in－the　case　ofbu玉1dings，

　　those　newly　built　and　thosG　repaircd　foIlowing　natural　disaster．

4．　M狂itary　constructiQn　includes，besides　barracks，mHitary　oHices　an（1school　build噌

　　ings，t虹e　construction　of　roadsンharbours，and　mεしnoeuvring　areas　for　exclusive

　　use　by　the　military。In　the　o伍cial　formula　for　the　calculation　ofnational　incom◎

　　only　bu且dings　used　for　permanent　habitation　are　included　in　capital　formatioロ，

5，The　greater　part　of　transportatiQn　construction　represents　railway　constructiQn、

6。As　regards　capita1£ormation　by　local　govemments，there　is　no　doubt　on　such

　　items　as　public　works⇒electricity，gas，etc。，the　greater　part　ofwhich　are　regarded

　　as　capital　expenditure．　But　since　the　other　capital　expen（iitures　are　not　clear血

　　terms　of　the　classiHcation　of　uses　in　the　published　material　we　have　estimated

　　thcse　from　the　statement　of　accounts　of　samうle　cities．

　　五乞ゴ　Expenditures　in・respect　to　items　of　capital　expenditureゴby　sample　bodies

　　　　　belonging　to　population　size　groupら（言＝1，2，・・n）

　　島s　Annual　expenditures　of　sample　bodies　belonging　to　populat｛on　size　group2．

　　E甜　　Annual　expenditurcs　of　an　local　bodies　belonging　to　population　size『grQup言，

　　　　　　　　π　　　　　E甜
　　　　　　　羅1乃＝砺×E乞s

Table1．TREND　OF　GONSTRUCTION　BY　CENTRAL　GOVERNMENT
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（㎞thousand　yen）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Tota1
　Non－
M：ilitary

Construc甲

　tion

As％of　Non－Military　Construction

Bu五ding職c艦．鎌羅Gultu・alp識乙n

Military　Govem・
Construc．　ment
　tion　ConstrUC・
　　　　　　　tion

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

3，460

3，218

47620

223700

53，945

279，551

206，H8

326，780

24．3

71．4

31．4

19．2

11，7

32．1

12．8

18．3

29．2

11．3

39．1

20．6

18．7

20．3

21。2

20．0

3．7

2，0

1．7

2．6

2．9

11．8

16．1

15．2

1。8

4．1

3．1

19．3

11．8

1．4

9．3

5。8

2．1

0．2

0．6

0．2

0．3

45．1

4．3

6．5

54．6

62．7

41．0

34．7

33．5

　　808
（20．1）

　1，984
（30。0）

14，66些

（392）

　8，073
（13．6）

37，79生

（1L9）

10，345

　（4．8）

459，793
（58。5）

3，460

4，026

6，604

37，364

62，018

317，345

216，463

7865573

Note：

Source：

Figuresinpare漁esesareformi1三taryconstructionas％oftotalconstruction
by　central　govemment・

　K．Emi＆H、Rosovsky，“Seifu　kensetsu－t6shi　no　sokutei”（Measurement

　of　Govemment　GQnstruction，1868－19喚0），κ8伽晒θ纏卿，Vo1．IX，No。1（1958），
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On the basis of the above classification we first show construction invest-

ment by the central government at ten-year intervals from 1870. 

The long-term rise in government conStruction investment is apparent at 

frst glance, but if we convert the nominal expenditures, including military 
expenditures, into real terms at 1934-36 prices, 1940 shows an increase of 24.5 

times over 1870. If we make a simple straight-1ine link between these two 
points in time, the annual average growth rate in these 70 years works out 

at 6.70/0' Naturally, this growth did not take place in a straight line, but, as 

can be seen from the table, there were marked jumps in the periods 1890-
1900 and 1910-1920. The 1890's was the period in which Japan made herself 
into a modern state and set out towards the full establishment of a capitalist 

economy, the period which Professor W. W. Rostow describes as ' the stage 
of take-off.'2 The 1910's, on the other hand, were the period in which the 

First World War provided the occasion for the expansion of the scale of 
Japar~s economy, and in which her industrial structure developed rapidly in 

the direction of industrialization. Looking at the breakdown of construction 

investment in these leap periods, however, we find that transportation and 
military construction expanded in the 1890-1900 period, while in the 1910-1920 

period a parallel expansion ()f building construction and public works took 

place in addition to these. However, military construction had little produc-

tive effect on the growth of the national economy, and strictly speaking, only 

buildings used for permanent habitation, which occupied no more than a 
small proportion of military construction, are to be included in capital forma-

tion. Consequently, in order to consider the trends in capital formation it is 

more appropriate to take the figures for non-military construction. If we 
convert the figures for non-military construction into real terms and work out 

the factor_ of increase of the flgures for J940 over those of 1870 we get an 

increase of l0.2 times, or an annual average grol~rth rate of 3.60/0. Conse-

quently, we learn that a considerable difference arises in the result~ obtained, 

depending on whether we include military construction or not. This value, 
3.60/0, approximates the growth rate of the national economy in the period 

prior to the First World War, and it would seem to mean that construction 
ihvestment more or less kept in step with the growth of the national economy. 

Now in the period 1870-1890 it was public works which led the growth 
in non-military construction, while since 1900, transportation, centring on rail-

ways, has always occupied the largest share, accounting for between 300/0 and 

600/0 , Next, after transportation, publlc works and building construction 
stand side by side with average figures of around 200/0 . In the case of lapan, 

natural disaster reconstruction is one of the important sources of demand for 

government construction, but because of its nature it exhibits a pattern of 

variation which is different from those of other types of construction. For 
the rest, it is to be noted that agricultural construction increased sharply in 

the 1930's. This shows that it had become necessary to make investments in 

2 W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic G,'owth : A Non-Communist Mamfesto, Cambridge, 

Mass., Cambridge University Press, 1960, p. 38. 
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the interests of agriculture through government expenditure, since agriculture 

stagnated following the changes in the structure of industry after the First 

World War. In particular this is suggested by the fact that during the 
transition to the depression between 1920 and 1930, the figures for agricultural 

construction alone showed an increase while all the other items of expendi-

ture, with the exception of natural disaster reconstruction, were exhibiting 

decreases in absolute terms. 

A form of construction no less important than that carried out by the 

central government was construction by local governments. We give the 
results of our estimates in ten-year intervals. 

Table 2. TREND OF CONSTRUCTION INVESTMENT BY LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT BODIES (in thousand yen) 

As O/o of Total 

Building Public Works Agriculture 

As o/o of 
Non-Military 

Public Total Construction 
Utilities by Central 

G overnment 

1 880 

l 890 

1900 

1910 
1 920 

l 930 

1 940 

17.6 

16.0 

30.4 

28.4 

28. 1 

18.0 

25. 2 

82.4 

84.0 

65.5 

60.0 

59.5 

67.3 

70.3 

3.9 

3.2 

3.5 

6.6 

0.l 

8.4 

8.9 

8. 1 

4.5 

6,584 

13,718 

43,672 

87,856 

253,528 

338,037 

476,236 

2.04 

2.96 

1.92 

2.58 

0.90 

1.64 

1 .45 

Source : Eml & Rosovsky " Seifu kensetsu toshi sokutel " 

First, in comparing the total construction investment by local government 

bodies with non-military construction by the central government, we find 
that in the 1910's local construction exceeded central by a large margin, 
while even after 1920 construction investment by local governments was the 
greater. The explanation for this is that in the first half of the growth period 

of the Japanese economy, dating from the Meiji Restoration, the construction 

of public works tended to be entrusted to local governments because the 
central government was concentrating its efforts on the administrative functions 

of a modern state, on equipping its armed forces, and on the promotion of 
modern industries. It was unable to devote sufficient energy to the creation 

of social overhead capital, so the central government beg.an supplying con-

struction subsidies to local governments. The reason for the sudden rise in 

public works and agricultural construction by the central government after 
the First World War and on into the 1930's was that the government intended 
to remedy the prostrated condition of the agricultural villages and the effects 

of the business depression. 

Looking at the annual average growth rate of constrti.ction by local gov-

ernments in the period 1880-1940 for the purposes of comparing them with 
construction by the central government we find this to be 3.30/0, which appears 

to. be more or less the same as the growth rate for non-military construction 
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by the central government which we calculated for the same period, ri~mely 

3.40/0' But as we have alread.y pointed out, an analysis of constructio.n by 

local ~overnments shows that public works were overwhelmingly predominant, 
while in the majority of cases the next item was the construction of piimary 

schools for compulsory education. The public utilities corresponding to 
transportation construction by tlle central government were electricity, gas, 

motor transport, etc,, but the proportion they occupied within total construc-

tion by local governments was not to be compared with that of railway 
construction in the construction work undertaken by the central government. 
In sum, the nucleus of construction activity by the central g.overnment was 

located in military and railway construction, while that of local governments 

was in public works and the building of schools, and these forms of construc-

tion remained dominant. 

2. Equipment Investment by the Government 

Co~lstruction investment plays the main part in capital formation by the 

government. But in the ~rst half Qf the Meiji period equipment inves. tm. ent 

was . pressed forward through government activity, notably in transportation 

and telecommunications but also in iron and steel manufactllre, military and 

naval arsenals, even after the government had sold off to private enter<p_rises 

the textiles factories which it had set up and run for a time under its own 

direction. These facts show how great the government's contribution was in 

the field of equipment investment also. 

Government equipment investment can be divided into the follow.ing 
categories : 

1. Furniture and Fixtures 

2. Machinery and Tools 
3. Transportation Equipment ; ( l) Vehicles and (2) Ships 

4. Military ; ( 1) Furniture and Fixtures, (2) Machinery and Tools, 

(3) Ordnance and (4) Ships. 

Among these categories, items I to 3 are commQn to local governments, 
but inilitary equipment is the concern of the central government ialone. In 

itself military equipment does not constitute productive potential, and it is 

usually omitted in the calculation of capital formation within the framework 

of national income. Although this is so, the sums spent on these items of 

military equipment in the pre-war period were of such vast proportions as 
to dominate the expenditure pattern of Japanese government finance. As a 
consequence the demand effect they produced was closely related to the 
growth of Japan's heavy industries centred on iron and steel production and 

shipbuilding, and in consideration of this fact we give them below for purposes 

of reference. Table 3 shows at a glance how overwhelmingly large was the 
military portion within equipment investment in the broad sense of the term. 

In particular, the figures for 1940 reflect the influence of the Second World 

War. If, now, we consider equipment investment apart from the military 
portion we find the transportation equipment takes the place of the machiriery 










































